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The basic concepts of the contribution, according to the undaiion theory as 
it stands presently (see Van Bemmelen, 1964a, 1964b), are as follows 

The earth’s surface is not a pure ellipsoid of rotation, but a geoid 
which shows extensive bulges and depressions (geo-undations). This was 
already indicated by gravity anomalies, and it is confirmed by gravi- 
metric and geodetic camera observations of artificial satellites (Kaula, 
1963). The cause of these geo-undations is sought in the changes of volume 
and density of matter at great depths, probably in the lower mantle, due to 
equilibrioturbal processes of a physico-chemical character (radioactive 
heat, differentiations of chemical composition, transformations of state). 
The !ower mantle is 2 sphere of exchange of the various types of primary 
endogenic energy. (It might be called the de@ cczlilbi!l?~? .) 

The physico-chemical processes disturb the theostatic and gyro- 
scopic equilibrium in the deep cambium so that circulations of matter 
(1l/crss-ci3’~2lit~) result. These circulations and currents are probably much 
more complex than simple convection cells, and their various parts are 
chemically heterogeneous. Strictly speaking they may not be called 
“thermal convection currents of cells”. I%rts of the current systems in 
the lower mantle may branch off and rise through fissure systems in the 
outer mantle (called the scl&o.s~~zd~~~ by Stishov and Van Bemmelen). 
These branches of the current system may reach the surface in the world- 
wide system of cracks, the mid-oceanic rifts, as distinguished by Ewing 
and Heezen. A decrease in pressure causes the segregation of oceanic 
basalt magma in the rising currents. The geo-undat.o;y deformations are 
a geo-dynamic process which causes differential vertical movements of 
the earth’s surface @~ilnnvy teclo‘celzesis). This primary tectogenesis 
disturbs the gravitational equilibrium in the outer spheres. It leads to 
displacements, in a lateral sense, which try to restore this equilibrium 
(s*_co&nv_v te~cfogenesis). 

There will be a tendancy to westward drift (for example in North and 
South America), or to the cyclonical and anticyclonical drifting apart of the 
crusta: fragments belonging to older continents (such as the parts of 
Olim-Gondwana spreading anticyclonically around the Indian Ocean). The 
potential energy, which accumulates in the outer spheres of the earth due 
to the geo-undatory deformations, results from the force of gravity. 
Therefore it is present in every mass particle, each having its own 
impulse to flow from areas having a surplus of potential energy to adjacent 
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areas of deficit. Consequently, on a geotectonic scale this lateral flow will 
occur in the same way as the gravity flow on a tectonic or even smaller 
scale, such as the helvetic nappes of the Alps or the spreading of a tilted 
pile of books or cards. Such gravitational spreading is also characterized 
by the fact that each higher unit advances further sidewards than the next 
lower one. Thus the continental crust above the Moho will flow farther 
sidewards than the eclogitic base of the continental shields. The asthelzo- 
sphere will be a lubricant for the lateral drift of the continental tectono- 
.sflhere. The sclerosphere will also be subjected to such a sideward flow, 
although less so than the higher spheres. These flow movements are 
accompanied by seismic shocks in the levels of change of velocity. Thus 
levels of normal, intermediary and deep shocks can be distinguished near 
the continental Moho, at the top and the base of the asthenosphere, and in 
the lower part of the sclerosphere. 

The drift movements of the tectonosphere are accompanied by com- 
pression and overthrusting at the front, tension in the rear, and shear 
along the sides. The deeper levels of the tectonosphere have the character 
of an exchange station for the various types of energy of endogenic and 
exogenic origin. This is called the shallow cambium layer, in which 
physico-chemical processes occur. Temporary blisters of magma are 
formed, such as the continental asthenoliths of acid magma in belts of 
mountain building(e.g., beneath the western Cordilleras of North America), 
or the oceanic asthenoliths in areas where the removal of the crustal load 
caused the partial segregation of basic magma from eclogitic and/or 
periodotitic matter. Isostatic adjustments to these low density blisters 
cause primary tectogenesis of a smaller regionality, the nzeso-llndcrtiolls. 
The latter create fields of gravitational potential energy, which result in 
secondary tectogenesis at the scale of orogenesis, caused by an alter- 
nation of equilibrioturbal and equilibriopetal processes. Physico-chemical 
processes in depth disturb the internal gravitational equilibrium of the 
earth, and the liberated potential energy causes mass-circuits which tend 
to restore this equilibrium. These reactions of gravitational flow can 
occur on a geonomic, a teotectonic or a tectonic scale. 

The geodynamic evolution of the earth can be seen as a chain reaction 
(alternation of equilibrioturbal processes of a physico-chemical character 
and equilibriopetal processes of a hydrodynamic character). This basic 
concept is neither mobilistic nor fixistic, but it does require a ~elauitzslic 
point of view in the analysis of the deformations of various dimensions 
which are superimposed on each other. 
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Fig.1, Section along the 37’N parallel from the Pacific Ocean to the Mid 
Atlantic Ridge. Vertical exageration 4x. (After Van Bemmelen, 1964, 
fig.10.) 
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